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The algebraic functor K, of the ring of continuous functions of three variables is computed. 
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algebraic K-theory of rings of continuous functions 
Stone-tech compactification on the Euclidean space 
Let N, n be natural numbers, [w the field of real numbers, X = RN the N- 
dimensional Euclidean space (with the usual norm J(Xi)l= (C x:)“~), A = lQx the 
ring of continuous functions X + R, SL,A the group of n-by-n matrices over A with 
determinant 1, E,,A the subgroup generated by elementary matrices 1, + e;,j(a), 
where i #j, a E A, and 1, is the identity matrix. 
In topological terms, SL,A is the set of all continuous maps [w” + SL,R, and 
SL,A/E,A is r,,(SL,A), where A is endowed with the uniform convergence 
topology [3]. 
Matrix groups over rings of functions appear in mathematical physics as gauge 
groups, and their structure, topology, and representations are of some interest. 
The Gramm-Schmidt process gives [3] that SL,A/E,A = SL,A,/E,Ao = 
n$L,A,, = z-$O.A, where A, is the subring of bounded functions. Since A, is also 
the ring of continuous functions on the Stone-tech compactification YN of RN, 
SL,A/E,A can be also identified with the homotopy classes of continuous maps 
YN + SL,[w (or Yh + SO,!%). 
It is not hard to show that every finitely generated projective A-module (as well 
as AO-module) is free [4] (in geometric terms, every vector bundle over RN is trivial). 
In particular K0 YN = 2 for all N. So a similar result for the algebraic functor K, , 
namely, that SL,A = E,,A would not be surprising. However, it was shown in [3] 
that SL2A/E2A = A/A0 (in particular, YN is not contractible), N 2 1. 
Recall that for the subring B= A of polynomial functions the following is true: 
SL2B # E2B when N 2 2 and SL,B = E,B in all other cases. So there is a strange 
difference between continuous (or smooth) and polynomial functions when N = 1. 
Still one can pose the conjecture that SL,A = E,A when n 2 3 for all N. In fact, this 
was proved in [3] when N = 1. Later Vaserstein proved this also for N = 2. 
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In this note we prove the conjecture for N = 3 (which, of course, implies the 
cases N = 1 and 2): 
Theorem 1. If X = [w3 and A = [wx, then SL,A = E,A for all n 2 3. 
In other terms, every real matrix of determinant 1 depending continuously on 3 
real parameters can be reduced continuously by additive operations to the identity 
matrix (or, equivalently, every invertible matrix can be reduced to a upper triangular 
form). Note that A in Theorem 1 can be replaced by a dense subring [3] such as 
the subring of smooth functions. As noted above it can also be replaced by the 
subring of polynomial functions (Suslin). The situation with the subring of analytic 
functions is not clear. 
The main tool in the proof of Theorem 1 below is the following statement about 
r”( YN), the homotopy classes of continuous maps YN + SN (into the N-sphere): 
Theorem 2. rN( YN) = 0 for all N> 2. 
Note that for N = 1 we have nl( Yr) = v0(S02A) = A/A0 # 0, where A = Rx with 
x=6!‘. 
ProofofTheorem2. Werea1izeSNas{(x0,...,xN)ElRN+‘:~~+~~~+~~=1}.Note 
that a continuous function YN + IX! is the same as a bounded continuous function 
RN -+[w. So a continuous map f: YN + SN is the same as the set (fO,. . . ,fN) of 
N + 1 continuous functions RN + [w such that&(x)‘+ * * . +fN (x)’ = 1 for all x in RN. 
We consider on A0 = Iw ye the topology of uniform convergence so A0 is a Banach 
algebra. 
We want to prove that every f: YN + S N is homotopic to a constant map (since 
SN is connected, all constant maps are homotopic to the map taking RN to the 
north pole x0= 1 of SN). 
A small perturbation off (in the uniform topology mentioned above) makes it 
smooth (that is, all$ are Cm-functions). Another small smooth perturbation makes 
the inverse image &i(l) of the north pole discrete in RN, with the Jacobian of 
(fi,f2,. . .,fN)#o at each XE V:=fir(l)nR”. 
Pick 6(x)> 0 for each x in V such that f is an immersion of the disc 0, := 
{y E RN: (y-x( < 6(x)} for each x in V and the closures of the discs OX, x E V, are 
pairwise disjoint. 
Now we define g: RN + SN as follows: g(y) = (-l,O, . . . ,O) (the south pole) 
when y belongs to the complement C in ilXN of all the discs, and g(y) := (cos(~~z~), 
(s(x)(v,-x,), y2-x2,. *. , yN -xN) sin(nlzl)/]z]s(x)), when yE OX, where s(x) is 
the sign of the Jacobian of (fi, . . . , fN) at x, and z = (y-x)/6(x). 
It is clear that f is homotopic to g (in particular, when V is empty, f is homotopic 
to a constant map and we are done). 
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Now we want to arrange a homotopy of g into a map missing the south pole. To 
do this, we use a continuous unit vector field F on C with the following boundary 
conditions: F(y):= (s(x)(y, -x,), y,-x,,. . . ,yN -x,,,)/~(x) when ly-xl= 6(x), 
x = (xi) E V, y = (y,). This field would direct each point in C how to leave the south 
pole g(C). 
For example, when V consists of a single point x with s(x) = 1, we can just set 
F(y) := (y -x)/Iv -xl for ly -xl > 6(x). Figure 1 shows a possible picture of integral 
curves for F when N=2, V={u,u, w} with s(u)=s(u)=l=--s(w). 
A way to see the existence of such a field F (here the condition N z 2 is essential) 
is as follows. Pick a locally finite triangulization of C (into curved simpleces) with 
N-simpleces S, , Sz, . . . ordered in such a way that the boundary of S, is not 
contained in the union of all S, with k < m (m = 2,3,. . .). Such a triangulization 
(see Fig. 2) can be based on a triangulization of RN using points in V as vertices 
ordered according to 1x1. 
Then we can construct F inductively on the union of S,, k < M. Namely, assuming 
we have F on the union, we have given it on a proper part of the boundary of S,,,. 
Then we can extend F continuously on the whole S,,,. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 1 
Given a continuous unit vector field F on C with the above boundary conditions, 
we can complete our proof of Theorem 2 as follows. 
For any E such that 0~ E s 1 set 
h,(y) := 
1 
(cos( n( 1 - E)), F(y) sin( rr( 1 - E))) E SN when y E C, 
g(y-(y-x)&) when YE 0,. 
The boundary conditions on F give that h,(y) is continuous function of y E RN 
for any E. When E = 0, ho = g. It is clear that h depends continuously on E, 0 d E < 1. 
Since (~(y)( = 1 and g( 0,) do not contain the south pole when x E V, h,(RN) misses 
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the pole for E > 0. Therefore, all h are homotopic to a constant map when E > 0. 
Thus, g and hence f are homotopically trivial. Cl 
Remark 1. Similarly, it can be proved that if X is an N-dimensional CW-complex 
whose N-cells can be well-ordered in such a way that the boundary of no N-cell 
is contained in the union of the preceding cells, then rrN( Y) = 0 for the Stone-Tech 
compactification of X, provided N 2 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Homotopically, S03R is the 3-dimensional projective space 
RP3. Consider the canonical covering S3 + RP3 whose fiber consists of 2 points. 
Since R3 is simply connected, any continuous map f: Y3+ RP3 can be covered by 
a continuous map g: Y3+ S3. By Theorem 2, this map g is homotopically trivial, 
so f is trivial too. Therefore T$O~A = 0, hence SL3Ao = E3A, and SL,A = E3A. 
Since sr(A) = 3 (see [2]), the canonical homomorphism SL,A/E,A+ SL,+,A/E,,+,A 
is onto for n 2 3 (see [I]). Thus, SL,A = E,,A for n > 3. Cl 
Remark 2. If X and Y are as in Remark 1 with N < 3 and X is simply connected 
for each base point, then, similarly SL,A = E,A for n 2 3, and SL2AI E2A = A/Ao. 
Remark 3. For the complex valued functions Cx on X = lR3 we have SL*A/ E2A = 
T,$U~A = rr’( Y3) = 0 by Theorem 2, so SL,A = E,A for all n 3 1. 
Remark 4. For the ring A of entire functions on CN it is unknown whether 
SL,A = E,A, except for the case N = 1 when sr(A) = 1. 
Remark 5. For any complex commutative Banach algebra B and any n we have 
SL,B/ E,,B = SL,A/ E,A, where A = C y, Y the space of maximal ideals of B (B is 
mapped into A by the Gelfand transform). 
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